
Activity

FROGSFROGS

Odd One OutOdd One Out

Have a look at these frogs.  One of them is 
different from the others. Put a circle around the
odd one out.
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Now colour them in!



Designed for Water Quiz

Life on Land and in WaterLife on Land and in Water

Frogs live on land but lay their eggs in ponds.
They are good swimmers and can breathe
underwater. They move quickly on land by
jumping. 

Look at the list below and put a cross next to
the one that a frog does not have. 

Webbed back feet.

Smooth, moist skin.

Fur.

Long back legs.

Long, sticky tongue

Are you a frog expert?Are you a frog expert?
(Put a circle around the correct answer)

1. What is a baby frog called?

A kitten A tadpole     A puppy        

2. What is a frog’s favourite food?

Slugs and        Chips         Fish
Snails             

3. Where does a frog lay its eggs?

Up a tree     In a pond      Underground

4. Do you have frogs in your garden?

Yes
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No



Food Life Cycles

Lunchtime!Lunchtime!

Can you help the frog decide what to eat for
lunch?

Draw arrows to two things that the frog would
prefer to eat for lunch.

Slugs and      Fish    Insects     Leaves    Grass
Snails.

Frog Life CycleFrog Life Cycle
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If you have a pond at home or at school,  see if you
can spot any frog spawn or tadpoles in the Spring.

1.  Frog spawn (eggs).

3. Tadpoles
grow legs.

4. Tail shrinks
and tadpole turns
into froglet.

2. Spawn
hatches into
tadpoles.

5. Adult frog.



Creative Writing Designed for Water

Frog PoemFrog Poem Colour Me inColour Me in

Can you colour the frog in and name two things
that help it to move around on land and in water.

Look for

hWebbed feet     hLong back legs

Green Frog
Resting on a lily pad
Edge of the pond
Eggs like lumps of jelly
New tadpoles swimming

Flies make a tasty snack
Rolls out his sticky tongue
Off to munch some more
Gribbet, gribbet!
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W_ _ _ _ _  F_ _ _

L_ _ _  B_ _ _
L_ _ _ 

Can you complete this sentence?

Frogs are _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 


